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A systematic study was carried out to search for fourth sound propagation solid 4He samples below

500 mK down to 40 mK between 25 and 56 bar using the techniques of heat pulse generator and titanium

superconducting transition edge bolometer. If solid 4He is endowed with superfluidity below 200 mK as in-

dicated by recent torsional oscillator experiments, theories predict fourth sound propagation in such super-

solid state. If found, fourth sound provides a convincing evidence for superfluidity and a new tool for study-

ing the new phase. To search for a fourth sound-like mode, the response of the bolometers to heat pulses

traveling through cylindrical samples of solids grown with different crystal qualities. Bolometers with in-

creasing sensitivity were constructed. The heater generator amplitude was reduced to the sensitivity limit to

search for any critical velocity effects. The fourth sound velocity is expected to vary as � � �s / . Searches

were made for signature in the bolometer response with such characteristic temperature dependence. The

measured response signal has not so far revealed any signature of new propagating mode within the tempera-

ture excursion of 5 �K from the background signal shape. Possible reasons for this negative result are dis-

cussed. Prior to the fourth sound search, the temperature dependence of heat pulse propagation was studied

as it transformed from «second sound» in the normal solid 4He to the transverse ballistic phonon propaga-

tion. Our work extended the studies by Narayanamurti and Dynes [Phys. Rev. B12, 1731 (1975)] to higher

pressures and to lower temperatures. The measured transverse ballistic phonon propagation velocity re-

mained constant, within 0.3% scatter of data below 100 mK at all pressures and revealed no indication for an

onset of supersolidity. The overall dynamic thermal response of solid to heat input was found to depend

strongly on the sample preparation procedure.

PACS: 62.20.–x Mechanical properties of solids;
63.20.–e Phonons in crystal lattices;
67.80.–s Quantum solids.
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1. Introduction

Numerous experiments [1] were attempted to search

for superfluidity in solid 4 He that had been suggested to

emerge theoretically by Andreev and Lifshitz [2] and

Leggett [3]. The solid state with coexisting crystallinity

and superfluidity has been called «supersolidity». No po-

sitive evidence for supersolidity had been reported until

the recent torsional oscillator experiments by Kim and

Chan [4,5] which showed evidence of «non-classical ro-

tational inertia» (NCRI) below about 200 mK in solid
4He. These and other corroborative experiments [6–8]

apparently indicated the existence of supersolid phase in

solid 4He. Rittner and Reppy [8] found that the NCRI sig-

nal could be much reduced by annealing of the solid 4He

at 26 bar, and their observation showed the importance of

sample preparation procedure. Day and Beamish [9,10]

measured pressure-driven flows of solid helium in Vycor

pores and in bulk at low temperatures, and they did not

see evidence for superflow as expected for a conventional

superfluid system such as superfluid 4 He or He II. Sasaki

et al. [11], on the other hand, observed evidence for a

superfluid-like flow through a solid 4 He plug which was

formed in a tube in contact with superfluid liquid 4He.

The superfluid flow occurred when the solid plug con-

tained large visible «cracks» but not when cracks disap-

peared. Recent measurements of heat capacity of solid
4 He show deviations from the T 3 dependence of specific

heat below the supersolid transition and support the pres-
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ence of a thermodynamic phase transition [12]. A preci-

sion measurement of the melting pressure at very low

temperatures, however, does not show anomaly near the

supersolid transition temperature [13].

In view of these varied and some conflicting experi-

mental observations, the nature and the physical origin of

the supersolid state have not been clarified yet and are

currently under intense experimental and theoretical in-

vestigations [14]. The motivation for our experiments

with heat pulse propagation in solid 4 He is to search for a

new experimental probe for studying the properties of

supersolid 4He. Theoretical studies [2,15,16] indicate

that there should appear new propagating modes such

as fourth sound in the supersolid state just as they do

in liquid 4 He [17] and 3 He [18] below their respective

superfluid transition temperatures. Observation of these

new modes would support the interpretation of the results

of torsional oscillator experiments in terms of superflui-

dity of solid 4He. Our experiments may also shed light on

the issue of how the supersolid behavior is affected by the

existence of dislocations, impurities, defects, or grain

boundaries in solid 4He samples.

2. Heat pulse and fourth sound propagations in solid
4He

2.1. Heat pulse and second sound propagation

in normal solid 4He

The manner of heat pulse propagation in solid 4 He

evolves as a function of temperature (T ) depending on the

characteristic time scale (�) of the heat pulse. Let the re-

laxation time in the momentum conserving «normal» pho-

non collisions be � n T( ) and that in the momentum non-

conserving Umklapp collisions be � u T( ). If � �� u as it

occurs usually at high temperatures, the heat pulse «prop-

agation» proceeds by diffusion. If � �� n as it might occur

below a sufficiently low temperature, the heat pulse prop-

agates ballistically. Ballistic phonon propagations have

been observed in other dielectric materials such as quartz

and sapphire by Gutfeld and Nethercot [19] and in silicon

[20]. Narayanamurti and Dynes [21] observed tehm in

both solid 4He and 3He at their respective melting pres-

sures. Balibar [22] also studied ballistic phonon propaga-

tion phenomena in solid 4He. Our study here extended

theirs in solid 4He to measure the temperature depend-

ence in much more detail and pressure dependence up to

56 bar.

In the intermediate restrictive temperature range,

where � � �n u� � , heat pulse may propagate as a tempe-

rature wave or so-called «second sound» [23] in analogy

with the temperature wave propagation in He II. Under

this restrictive condition, the phonons have sufficient

time to thermalize but have not yet suffered irreversible

Umklapp collisions. The second sound propagation as de-

fined here in a dielectric solid is then a propagation of col-

lective oscillation in phonon density. It has been observed

in solid 4 He and 3 He [24–26], sodium fluoride [27–29]

and bismuth [30].

The crossover in the heat pulse propagation from sec-

ond sound to ballistic phonon propagation in the dielec-

tric materials was studied by Rogers [27]. A hydrody-

namic description of the crossover was given by Rogers

[27] and derived a dispersion relation given by
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Here, v I and v II are the velocities of ballistic propagation

and second sound, respectively, and � is a characteristic

frequency. We found it convenient to apply Eq. (1) for

analysis of our crossover data.

The second sound propagation in normal solid 4 He

was first observed [25] and studied by Ackerman and

Guyer [26]. They measured the changes in temperature

pulse shape from diffusion to second sound wave propa-

gation in solid 4He up to 130 bar, and determined the sec-

ond sound velocity and the normal phonon scattering re-

laxation time from the broadening of the temperature

pulse. Later, Narayanamurti and Dynes [21] extended

heat pulse propagation studies at the melting pressure

down to 60 mK to measure the propagation velocity in the

ballistic regime. These previous experiments were not de-

signed to search for evidence of supersolidity and did not

include detailed measurements of temperature depend-

ence below 100 mK. In a more recent work, the effect of

second sound generated in normal solid 4 He in the propa-

gation path of ultrasound was studied [31] to explore the

previously observed anomaly [32] near 200 mK in an-

other ultrasound experiment. In our work, we carried out

detailed studies of the crossover behavior in the heat

pulse propagation from second sound to ballistic propa-

gation as well as the temperature range entering deep into

the ballistic regime at pressures between 25 and 56 bar

with the explicit aim of finding new evidence for super-

solidity.

2.2. Fourth sound and hydrodynamics of supersolid
4He

The hydrodynamics of supersolid state has been inves-

tigated theoretically by Andreev and Lifshitz [2], Saslow

[15,33] and Liu [16]. As in superfluid 4He, these theoret-

ical works develop a two-fluid model with normal (den-

sity �n , velocity vn ) and superfluid (�s , vs) components

which move independently in the presence of background

lattice site motion. The hydrodynamics is more compli-

cated than in He II since the lattice strain, wij , must be in-

cluded with the usual two variables (say, the mass and

entropy densities, � and s, respectively) to specify the

thermodynamic state. Saslow [33] emphasizes that the
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lattice must be assigned its own density (�L) and velocity

(vL) which is usually set equal to vn . The hydrodynamics

produces three propagating modes, two longitudinal and

one transverse. The two longitudinal modes are referred

to as first (subscript l) and fourth (subscript 4) sound with

propagation velocities, cl and c4 , respectively, given [34]

(for simplicity, formulas are given for an isotropic solid)

in the limit of ( / )( / )1 11� �� � w 
1 and a small superfluid

fraction � �s / by:
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The transverse mode velocity is given by:
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Here, � is the total density, cl0 the longitudinal sound ve-

locity in the normal solid, � the chemical potential, and

ct0 the transverse sound velocity in the normal solid.

There is no confusion about the first sound designation

as it is analogous to the ordinary sound propagation in

superfluid 4He. It can be shown [34] for the fourth sound

mode propagation that v vn s s ( / )� � 2 : the normal fluid

moves little in this mode. In analogy to calling just such

mode in He II as «fourth» sound, this mode in supersolid

is referred to as such. It «transforms» to the second sound

in superfluid 4He in the limit of disappearance of crys-

tallinity [16].

It is seen from Eqs. (2), (3), and (4) that supersolidity

would be marked by changes in the propagation velocity

of all modes. The goal of our experiments in this report is

to search for such marks as new evidence for super-

fluidity in solid 4He. The propagation velocities of both

the longitudinal and transverse modes are expected to in-

crease by a detectable factor � 	( / )1 1
2
� �s . An unequivo-

cal proof of superfluidity [35,36] of matter would be the

observation of fourth sound mode. Its propagation veloc-

ity is expected to directly reflect the superfluid density

and to vanish at the transition temperature. The measure-

ment of fourth sound velocity gives a measure of the

superfluid fraction via Eq. (3). Frequency dependent ef-

fects may be more conveniently studied with fourth so-

und. If the attenuation can be measured, dissipative mech-

anisms in the superfluid state may be explored.

How might the fourth sound be best excited and de-

tected? Consider first an acoustic transducer which pro-

duces motion in both the normal and superfluid com-

ponents such that v vs n� and total oscillating density

amplitude � �� � ( / )v cn l0 . It can be shown [34] that the

input energy from the transducer divides into first and

fourth sounds according to:
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If we let the transducer produce vnl = 10 �m/ s so as not to

suppress the superfluid density [37], then the relative

density oscillation in the first sound is � �� / 2 ·10 
8 as-

suming cl0  500 m/s. If the superfluid fraction is 1%

[38], Eq. (6) implies fourth sound excitation with the

pressure amplitude of 6 ·10 
3 Pa in a 30 bar solid. This

might be detectable with a piezoelectric microphone.

Consider next a heater as a generator of fourth sound. If

the heater produces no net mass flow as expected, it can

be shown [34] that v /v /n nl s4  
� �. This appears more fa-

vorable in comparison to Eq. (5). We chose to attempt a

heater/bolometer as the genertor/detector combination in

search of fourth sound.

Dorsey, et al. [39] developed a phenomenological Lan-

dau theory of phase transition and considered the cou-

pling of superfluidity to elasticity of the crystalline lat-

tice. They predicted that the longitudinal sound velocity

in single crystal samples should show an anomaly in its

temperature dependence at the transition temperature

when certain requirements on the polarization of sound

are satisfied. Even if the sample is polycrystalline but iso-

tropic, they predict that the velocity should vary as

|( ) / |T T Tc c
 
� where � = – 0.0127. On the other hand,

they also point out that local variations in elastic con-

stants may lead to smearing out of the transition. This ef-

fect might make observing the predicted temperature de-

pendence problematic.

3. Experimental techniques

The sample cell in this experiment was the same as that

described in detail in our preliminary report [40]. Briefly,

the sample chamber was made of copper containing a

packed copper powder as heat exchanger and was at-

tached to the mixing chamber. A resistive heater and a Ti

superconducting transition edge bolometer detector were

held apart vertically by spacers within the chamber (see

below). The basic measurement was to detect the tempo-

ral development of temperature at the bolometer follow-

ing a short current pulse applied to the heater. There was a

«background» thermal relaxation of the whole solid 4 He

in the sample chamber that occurred by the energy flow

through the thermal boundary resistance of this heat ex-

changer subsequent to the applied heat pulses for generat-

ing fourth sound. A small superconducting solenoid mag-

net, thermally anchored to the continuous heat exchanger
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of the dilution refrigerator, was mounted around the sam-

ple chamber. The magnetic field was adjusted to optimize

the operating point by shifting the transition temperature

of the Ti bolometer.

Solid 4He samples were grown either at constant pres-

sure near 25.5 bar or at constant volume by the blocked

capillary method at pressures up to 56 bar. To facilitate

the blocked capillary method, the thermal contacts be-

tween the fill line (inner diameter 0.13 mm) and the re-

frigerator below the still temperature were weakly made,

and heaters were attached near the thermal contact loca-

tions. These heaters were turned on while introducing liq-

uid into the cell and then off during formation of a block.

The pressure in the cell was monitored by a capacitance

pressure gauge attached to the same stage as the sample

cell. Temperature of the solid was measured by a cali-

brated 3He melting pressure thermometer and an auxil-

iary carbon resistance thermometer.

Heat pulses were generated by passing a current into

a metallic film deposited onto a (0.3 mm thick 5 mm

square) silicon wafer, which was mounted on the upper

wall of the cell. The heater film was 25 nm thick and 12

�m wide silver strips covering over a 40 nm thick Ti

underlayer deposited with the same width for improving

adherence. The effective area of the heater was 2.5�3 mm,

and the resistance was 30� at T � 1K. The heater currents

were applied during short time (t) intervals 0 � �t t pw ,

where the current pulse width t pw was varied between 0.5

and 10 �s. The shape of the applied heater current was

given by I t tH pwsin ( / )2 � , where I H (� 25 mA) was the

current amplitude. The total heater energy input per pulse

was varied over wide range between 10 pJ and 10 nJ. For

our search for evidence of delicate effects arising from

supersolidity, the input energy was reduced to much smal-

ler levels than those in Ref. 21 where 6.1 nJ/pulse had

been applied. A detector bolometer (see below) was also

deposited onto a silicon wafer of the same dimensions as

the heater substrate. The bolometer substrate was affixed

to a brass plate which was suspended from the upper wall

[40] by two brass posts. The distance L between the heater

and the bolometer was 4.3 mm. The heater and the bo-

lometer substrates were parallel to better than 0.3°.

Results obtained from two different Ti film bolometers

are described in this paper. The first bolometer was the

low resistance bolometer (LRB) that had been described

in our previous report [40]. The LRB was a single strip of

Ti film (60 nm thick, 0.5 mm wide and 3 mm long). The

resistance R of the film was 169 � at 300 K and 106 � at

1 K. The DC bias current in the bolometer was adjusted

around 5 �A to optimize sensitivity and stability. The sen-

sitivity, dV dT/ , where V is the voltage across the bo-

lometer, was 25 �V/ mK at the midpoint of its resistive

transition at 450 mK. The bolometer could be magneti-

cally biased to shift the midpoint to lower temperatures.

The sensitivity decreased to 0.5 �V/mK at 40 mK in a

magnetic field of 3.3 kG. The second high resistance

bolometer (HRB) was Ti film deposited in a meander pat-

tern: see Table 1 for its characteristics. The width of the

bolometer film was 1.6 �m and the thickness was 37 nm.

The meander pattern had about 25 turns (total length

7.5 cm) within an effective area of 1.5�3 mm. Owing to its

reduced film thickness, the transition edge in zero mag-

netic field was suppressed to � 250 mK. A magnetic field

of 1.3 kG was applied to lower the operating point down

to 40 mK. With the typical DC bias current of 1.5 nA ap-

plied to the bolometer, the power dissipated in the bo-

lometer during measurement was 0.36 pW. Measured re-

sistance of HRB is shown in Fig. 1 as a function of

temperature. The sensitivity of HRB was 6 �V/K with an

operating current of 1.5 nA at the midpoint of its resistive

transition at 40 mK, and it was more than 10 times higher

than that of LRB. Rounding of superconducting transition

edge in Fig. 1 was likely caused by impurities and/or ir-

regularities in the Ti film. A drawback of HRB was that,

owing to its large resistance, the electronic RC time con-

stant was long (� 0.1 ms). We used LRB for high preci-

sion heat pulse velocity measurement requiring short re-

sponse times. For fourth sound search, HRB with higher

sensitivity was more advantageous.

Table 1. Physical characteristics of bolometers.
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LRB single strip 169 106 0.45 5 0.1 (40 mK, 3.3 kG)

HRB meander 106 32 105. � 0.25 104 4 103� (40 mK, 1.3 kG)

4. Results and discussions

4.1. Velocity of heat pulse propagation

We first present our results on the heat pulse propa-

gation obtained mostly with LRB. Measurements were

made to observe the crossover from second sound in nor-

mal solid 4 He at high temperature to ballistic phonon

propagation at lower temperature. We confirmed the re-

sults of the second sound propagation by earlier investi-

gators [26] and extended the low temperature measure-

ments [21] to pressures higher than the melting pressure.

We focused our attention on the temperature range below

300 mK, where NCRI effects had been detected in torsion

oscillator experiments. Our careful and systematic sear-

ches have not uncovered so far any signature which could

be associated with NCRI at any temperature in any of our
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solid samples between 26 and 56 bar. The drive level was

varied and minimized to the extent allowed by sensitivity

to search for effects related to critical velocity. Different

procedures for preparing solid 4 He sample were attemp-

ted to see if some solid quality change might reveal anom-

alous behavior [8]. Though the propagation velocity did

not depend on drive levels or on preparation procedures,

the thermal equilibration time did.

Figure 2 shows the time dependence of the signal de-

veloped across LRB at representative temperatures. The

solid sample here was grown with the blocked capillary

technique and cooled to 1 K in about ten hours. To high-

light the initial behavior, the time span only between

10 and 35 �s following the application of heat pulse is

shown.

Thanks to the short response time of the bolometer, the

signal shown in Fig. 2 is proportional to the temperature

deviation from the ambient of the solid 4 He adjacent to

the bolometer. At temperature higher than about 350 mK,

the input heat pulses produced well-defined «propagating

temperature pulses» but with widths much longer than

t pw [41]. When the measurement time interval was ex-

tended, echo-like response (see Fig. 3) with reduced am-

plitude could be observed. At lower temperatures, «tem-

perature pulses» lost the symmetrical shape seen at higher

temperatures but the arrival signal edge became much

sharper. After reaching the maximum response, the tem-

perature deviation remained there over the time range

shown in Fig. 2.

The observed temperature dependence of the signal re-

sponse shown in Fig. 2 may be understood as the cross-

over [21] from the second sound propagation in the nor-

mal solid 4 He in the high temperature range to ballistic

transverse (see below for arguments behind this identifi-

cation) phonon propagation in the low temperature range.

Our expectation, as introduced in Sec. 1, that heat pulses

propagate as second sound [21,25,26] in the high temper-

ature region T � 350 mK in the normal solid 4 He range is

qualitatively satisfied by our data in Fig. 2. Ackerman and

Guyer [26] observed and analyzed their measurements of

second sound propagation in solid 4 He by solving «hyd-

rodynamics» of weakly interacting phonons. They fitted

their observed response with a pulse shape analysis pro-

cedure (see Appendix E of [26]) and extracted � n as a

function of temperature. Their fitting procedure, how-

ever, was successful only for the data taken from the sam-

ple chamber with a large aspect ratio which presumably

reduced the contribution from the side wall refections to

the net response [26]. We attempted to follow their analy-

sis procedure but our data could not be fitted satisfacto-

rily owing mainly to the presence of flat response in the

time interval, 20 �s � �t 35 �s, as seen at lower tempera-

tures in Fig. 2. It is likely that our bolometer response was

strongly influenced in the problematic time range by the

multiple reflections from the side walls of the sample

chamber.

In the circumstance that the measured time response

could not be fitted to the phonon gas model, we extracted

the propagation velocity from the arrival time of the heat

pulse front. Fig. 3 illustrates the manner of our determina-

tion of the propagation velocity. The upper panel is the

bolometer response at 36 mK taken from Fig. 2. A small
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echo of the heat pulse is observed on top of the «back-

ground» around t � 44 �s (see inset of Fig. 3). The sharp

leading edge of the heat pulse arrives at t � 14 �s. The

transit time for the sharp leading edge to reach the bolo-

meter was determined from the peak position t 0 of the

time derivative (see lower panel in Fig. 3,b). The propa-

gation velocity (see Fig. 5) is evaluated simply as L t/ 0.

The echo location is consistent with the pulse traversing

back to heater substrate surface and returning upon re-

flection.

There are three possible sound propagation modes in

hcp solid 4He, one longitudinal and two («slow» and

«fast») transverse [42]. The observed propagation mode

is argued as the slow transverse mode as follows. The ex-

pected longitudinal mode propagation velocity at 56 bar

is at least 530 m/s. The propagation velocity (see Figs. 4

and 5) is much smaller than the longitudinal mode. Fig. 4

shows the observed pressure dependence of the propaga-

tion velocity plotted as a function of Debye temperature

[43]. It is remarkable that the measured velocity varies

linearly with the Debye temperature for all samples be-

tween 25.3 and 56 bar except for one. This linearity indi-

cates that those samples apparently grew with similar

crystal orientations. Comparison of the higher velocity

(251 m/s) point near the melting pressure in Fig. 4 with

Fig. 11 of Ref. 42 shows that the observed mode is the

slow transverse mode and the «effective» angle � of the

propagation direction with respect to c-axis for these sam-

ples is (19�3)°. Comparison again with Fig. 11 of Ref. 42

shows that � of the exceptional sample near the melting

pressure with lower propagation velocity (225 m/s) is

( )90 5� °. The minimum propagation velocity of the fast

transverse mode for any orientation angle � is 260 m/s.

This minimum is outside the uncertainty of our measure-

ment. Thus, it is concluded that the predominant propaga-

tion mode in our experiment is the slow transverse mode.

It should be noted that others [21,31] found that trans-
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verse mode was the much better excited than the longitu-

dinal mode in solid 4 He by heat generators. Efforts were

made to detect the longitudinal mode, but no clear evi-

dence for it could be seen in our experiments.

Temperature dependence of the slow transverse mode

propagation velocity evaluated in the manner described

above are shown in Fig. 5 for solid samples at 37 and

56 bar. Our measurements are the first of this kind carried

out down to very low temperatures at pressures higher

than the melting pressure. Velocities evaluated from both

the initial signal arrival and the (less accurate) echo signal

are shown.

The data clearly show the crossover in velocity from

ballistic to second sound propagation as temperature in-

creases. We analyze the data using the dispersion relation

given by Eq. (1) with two parameters: � and � n . The bal-

listic phonon propagation velocity v I is set by the experi-

ment in the low temperature limit of the measured veloci-

ty (265 m/s at 37 bar and 301 m/s at 56 bar). The second

sound velocity is evaluated according to v v /DII � 3,

where vD is the Debye velocity, v k T ND B D� / ( ) /
� 6 2 1 3�

(181 m/s at 37 bar and 201 m/s at 56 bar) [26], where TD is

the Debye temperature [43]. Choice of the characteristic

frequency� is not so obvious. Phonon propagation is bal-

listic when�
1 is short compared to � n during the phonon

transit from the heater to the detector. Thus, it appears

reasonable to approximate �
1 for the first arrival signal

as the transit time:� �� 2 v LII / . With these constraints on

these three parameters, best fits to the data were searched

for with the normal relaxation time in the power law form,

� n
pbT� 
 , with b and p as adjustable parameters.

Reasonable fits to vd (lines in Fig. 3) are obtained with

the values of � nT 3 3 88 10. � � 
 s·K3.3 at 37 bar, and

� nT 3 6 88 10. � � 
 s·K3.6 at 56 bar. These values turn out to

be close to that given in Ref. 8 at 25 bar. Based on our ap-

proximation, � for the echo signal is reduced by a factor

of 3 from that of the initial arrival signal. Dotted lines in

Fig. 5 show the expected dispersions for the echo signals

with the values of � n taken from fitting the initial arrival

signals at the two pressures. There is qualitative agree-

ment, but the echo signal data are not sufficiently precise

for critical comparison.

According to the hydrodynamic theory (see Eq. (4)),

the transverse sound propagation velocity should in-

crease if solid 4 He is a supersolid. Thus, it is of impor-

tance to measure the temperature dependence in detail in

the low temperature limit. Our experimental data below

150 mK are shown in Fig. 6 as deviations from the mea-

sured velocity (v0) at 200 mK. It can be seen that the mea-

sured ballistic phonon propagation velocities are constant

within � 0.15% scatter below 100 mK at both pressure

shown in Fig. 5. The dotted and dash-dotted lines show

the expected temperature dependence from Eq. (4) at 53.6

and 30 bar, respectively, where the superfluid fractions

are taken from those measured in the annular cell in

Ref. 38. It is clear that the data and the expected tempera-

ture dependence do not match. If the much smaller super-

fluid density measured in our own [44] torsional oscilla-

tor with a cylindrical cell is assumed, then the expected

temperature dependence (see solid line) is well within the

scatter and the data is not inconsistent with the expecta-

tion. Since the cylindrical geometry of our torsional oscil-

lator is closer to the present heat pulse experiment cham-

ber, it is likely that this superfluid density is more

appropriate.

The relation, if any, between the reduction in super-

fluid density as seen in critical velocity effects in the tor-

sional oscillator experiments [5,44] and the excitation

energy in our heat pulse generator is important to investi-

gate. Kim and Chan [38] found that the measured super-

fluid fraction was dependent on the amplitudes of the

solid 4 He velocity: the fraction was nearly constant up to

about 10 �m/s and it decreased at amplitudes higher than

this. Superfluidity might even be totally destroyed be-

yond some critical velocity as yet undetermined. To

search for velocity-dependent effect in our experiment,

we measured the transverse ballistic phonon velocity as a

function of the input pulse power at 40 mK [40]. If the

superfluid density increases as the input pulse power is

decreased, the phonon velocity is expected to increase ac-

cording to Eq. (4). The measured phonon velocity was

constant within � 0.1% at all input pulse energy higher

than 1.2 nJ/pulse. When the pulse energy was less than

1.2 nJ/pulse, the propagation velocity could be deter-
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mined only within � 0 8. % owing to the increased scatter

in data. We have also measured the pulse power depend-

ence of the amplitude �T at t � 40�s to search for possible

deviation at some critical pulse power. The measured am-

plitude �T increased smoothly, and no clear critical pulse

power effect was observed.

4.2. Search for fourth sound in solid 4He below 200 mK

In this Section we present our search for fourth sound

propagation. If a fourth sound propagation is found, it be-

comes a new important evidence for supersolid state in
4He. Our search methods and the sensitivity limits of our

bolometer detectors are given here. Attempts to produced

fourth sound by changing the quality of solid are de-

scribed. When an anomalous behavior is observed in a

solid sample, we check to see if the same behavior is ob-

served when the solid is replaced by superfluid. In brief,

we have not yet succeeded in observing any clear signa-

ture which could be identified as fourth sound propaga-

tion in any of our solid 4 He samples.

According to the two fluid model hydrodynamics

[2,15] of supersolid, fourth sound velocity is given by

Eq. (3). Taking � �s / � 0.01 and C1 � 500 m/s, C 4 at low

temperatures (T � 30 mK) would be � 50 m/s (corre-

sponding to the transit time of � 100 �s in our cell). A

fourth sound propagation should be accompanied by a

temperature oscillation [34]. If our heat pulse generator

did launch a fourth sound wave, an associated tempera-

ture disturbance should propagate in some characteristic

manner. Depending on the origin of superfluidity such as

particle exchange [3], grain boundaries [45], glassy

supersolid [46] and screw dislocations [47], the propaga-

tion velocity of fourth sound is expected to reflect the na-

ture of the origin. We searched for some such fourth

sound-like signature by measuring the bolometer re-

sponse in time intervals up to 40 ms following the input

heat pulse (arrival time of 1 ms corresponds to the propa-

gation velocity of 4 m/s) as a function of temperature be-

tween 40 and 250 mK. Careful searches in at least three

solid samples revealed no identifiable signature of fourth

sound in the measured temporal response.

Our search for fourth sound propagation using LRB in

the 56 bar sample is summarized in Fig. 7 showing the

normalized averaged detected signals as functions of time

(t � 10 ms) and temperature (30 � �T 400 mK). The gen-

erator heater was driven with 1.6 nJ of energy per pulse

(0.5 �s wide) at a low repetition frequency of 19 Hz to

avoid overheating. The initial rapid rise corresponds to

the arrival of transverse sound already described (see

Figs. 2 and 3). Subsequent to the rapid rise, the signal de-

creases with time dependence close to exponential decay.

To look for any small hidden features that might systemat-

ically shift as the temperature was changed, this exponen-

tial «background» was subtracted from the signal. No

temperature dependent feature could be found in the dif-

ference signals. The arrows in Fig. 7 indicate the times at

which fourth sound signal is expected from Eq. (3) with

the superfluid fraction being taken from our torsional os-

cillator experiment [44].

Since the single strip LRB failed to detect fourth

sound, a new bolometer (HRB) was fabricated to increase

the sensitivity by an order of magnitude. See Sec. 3 for

details of the bolometers. The averaged detected signals

from HRB converted to temperature deviations at se-

lected temperatures are shown in Fig. 8. The generator

heater was driven with 9 nJ per pulse (10�s wide) at again

19 Hz repetition frequency to avoid overheating. Owing

to the larger resistance in the bolometer, the time response

to the initial arrival of the transverse sound was poorer

than LRB. The slower time response of the HRB should

not have diminished sensitivity for detecting fourth sound

at low frequencies. To improve the signal to noise ratio,

the total averaging time was increased to as much as 10

hours during which the temperature was maintained con-

stant within 0.1 mK. Careful scrutiny for any systemati-

cally developing deviation in the signals from «smooth»

variation did not reveal any fourth sound like signature. If

there were a fourth sound-like propagation in solid 4He,

we would expect some characteristic signature on top of

the background of the transverse sound signal. No signa-

ture has been observed within a temperature excursion of

about �T � 5 �K. The dots in Fig. 8 again represent the

times at which fourth sound signals are expected.

�T at the peak response in Fig. 8 became higher at

lower temperatures and was approximately inversely pro-

portional to the heat capacity of solid 4He. This indicates

that the solid sample comes to an equilibrium when the

peak temperature is reached after application of heat
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pulse. �T relaxed towards the ambient mixing chamber

temperature. The relaxation time of this process became

longer at temperatures below 80 mK. This relaxation pro-

cess was not peculiar to solid 4He, since a similar temper-

ature dependence of relaxation time was observed if the

solid was replaced by liquid at 24.5 bar (see next Section

for more discussion of relaxation time).

It is possible that the above null results are the conse-

quence of degradation or possibly destruction of super-

fluidity by exceeding some critical heat input to the gen-

erator. To alleviate such an effect, the heat input to the

generator was decreased by a factor of 70 and the search

was repeated. In addition, to attempt to increase the su-

perfluid fraction [8], the solid sample was made in a fast

cooling process in which 4 He was frozen over several

minutes. (See below for more detailed study of sample

preparation procedure.) Figure 9 shows the responses of

HRB in this search with low heat input level in the fast

cooling sample.The input energy was 0.13 nJ/pulse, and

the response was taken at each regulated temperature by

averaging 5·10 5 repetitions. Similar measurements in the

slow cooling sample were carried out and the input pulse

energy was decreased down to 0.014 nJ, but no signal

with characteristics of fourth sound could be decerned.

The relationship between the generated superfluid ve-

locity and the input heat energy is uncertain. However, an

estimate on the temperature variation generated by super-

flow might be made in analogy with sound propagations

in He II as �T T v Cs/ / 4 , where vs here is taken as a

critical velocity. If the superfluid fraction is taken as

1(0.1)% and a critical velocity as 10 (500) �m/s from

Refs. 38 (44), �T T/  2 ·10 
7 (3 ·10 
5). With our current

bolometer, the limit on a detectable signature in tempera-

ture variation is �T  5 �K or �T T/  10 
4 at T =

= 50 mK. The HRB sensitivity is actually not sufficient to

detect this temperature variation. It must then be allowed

that fourth sound in solid 4 He might NOT be detectable

with our present bolometer. In this sense, our experiment

does not definitively rule out fourth sound propagation in

the supersolid state of 4He.

The torsional oscillator experiments by Rittner and

Reppy [8,48] and Kondo, et al. [49] showed that the solid
4 He sample preparation procedure played an important

role in the observed NCRI fraction. To investigate the ef-

fect of sample preparation in our experiment, we formed

different samples by changing the cooling rate during so-

lidification, and compared the responses of the bolometer

in each sample. Figure 10 shows the HRB responses in

two solid samples formed with different cooling rates.

One sample («slow cooling») was formed in ten hours to

cool from liquid phase at 3 K and 73 bar to solid at 1 K.

The other («fast cooling») was cooled down in 30 minutes

to 1 K. The final pressure in both samples was 38 bar. The

input heat pulse width t pw was 10 �s and the input energy

was 0.36 nJ/pulse. There are interesting difference and

similarity between the two samples. In the slow cooling

sample, the initial sharp rise in temperature represents the

arrival of transverse phonons as observed with the LRB.

If the bolometer response was not limited by the RC elec-

tronics time constant (� 0.1 ms), it would reach the maxi-

mum within 10 �s after the transverse phonon arrival as

seen in Fig. 3. The long elapsed time interval to reach the

maximum clearly showed that the initial response was

limited by the RC time constant. In the fast cooling sam-

ple, on the other hand, the elapsed time (3 ms at 40 mK) to

reach the maximum became much longer and was not lim-

ited by the RC time constant of the bolometer circuitry. In

the fast cooling sample, the initial thermalization within
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the sample required much longer time than the slow cool-

ing sample. This difference in the initial response resulted

almost certainly from the difference in sample prepara-

tion procedure resulting in different «quality» solids. In

contrast to the difference in the initial response, the ensu-

ing final decay responses towards the ambient tempera-

ture were similar in both samples. At t � 3 (1) ms at 40

(100) mK, the signal decayed to zero exponentially, and

this decay time constant (10 (2) ms at 40 (100) mK) did

not depend on sample preparation procedure. The final

decay process was likely the energy flow from the solid
4 He sample to the copper walls of the container via the

thermal boundary resistance. The thermal boundary resis-

tance did not apparently depend on the sample prepara-

tion procedure. Independence from sample preparation

procedure is reasonable since the dominant thermal resis-

tance occurs at the boundary between the packed copper

powder heat exchanger and helium. More data and analy-

sis of these time constants are given in the next Section.

Above observations show that the the response by

solid 4 He to heat pulse can be used to distinguish fast

cooling (solidification within several tens of minutes)

from slow cooling (solidification over three hours) sam-

ples. When the slow-cooling sample was «annealed» by

warming and keeping the temperature between 1.2 and

1.4 for ten hours did not change the response. It appears

that the slow-cooling sample was already annealed. Heat

pulse measurement may act as a useful tool in differentiat-

ing «good» from «bad» quality samples in the study of

supersolid phenomena. It would be interesting to carry

out simultaneous measurements of heat pulse and tor-

sional oscillation to see if the quality of sample can be

correlated with the NCRI fraction. A simultaneous mea-

surement with solid pressure would also be interesting to

see if the observed glassy behavior [50] is correlated with

longer thermal response relaxation.

According to an alternate non-superfluidity-based the-

ory [51], the observed NCRI behavior [37] is related to a

glassy state in 4He crystals induced by dislocation tun-

neling systems. In a crystal of dislocation tunneling sys-

tems, after the heat pulse is applied to the crystal, it is ini-

tially absorbed by the phonon bath and subsequently

transferred to the tunneling systems causing their repopu-

lation. This process would result initially in an «over-

shoot» in temperature rise and then settles to a lower tem-

perature [52]. Presumably, these transient changes occur

with characteristic time constants. The crystal eventually

returns to the ambient temperature as the heat dissipates

into the mixing chamber heat bath via thermal boundary

resistance as discussed above. Such time development

was not seen in our bolometer responses (see, for exam-

ple, Fig. 9). An analysis of the dynamic thermal response

is presented in the next section.

4.3. Dynamic thermal response

The entire time response subsequent to the arrival of

transverse phonons such as those shown in Figs. 9 and 10

can be represented by the difference of two exponentials,

�T
t t

0
2 1[ – ]

/ /
e e

 
� �

. This formula describes the processes

of internal thermalization within the solid sample occur-

ring with a time constant �1 and simultaneous energy flow

out of the sample to the thermal bath (mixing chamber)

occurring with another time constant � 2. Fitted time con-

stants are shown in Figs. 11 and 12 for fast and slow cool-

ing samples. The time constant �1 was measured only
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with HRB in the fast cooling sample, but it is expected to

be same if measured with LRB: �1 could not be measured

in the slow cooling sample by HRB owing to its relatively

long RC electronic time constant (� 0.1 ms). Note that �1

in the slow cooling sample is more than two orders of

magnitude smaller that that of the fast cooling sample.

The difference presumably arises from the varying «qual-

ity» of the solid samples.

The thermalization time within the solid 4 He sample

at low temperatures may be estimated by r D2 / where r is

the size of the sample and D K� /  is the thermal dif-

fusivity, K cl�  / 3 the thermal conductivity,  the heat

capacity per unit volume, c the phonon velocity and l the

phonon mean free path. The thermalization time is then

3 2r cl/ . In the temperature range, where c is constant, the

thermalization time is proportional to l
1. Since the mean

free path is likely to be determined by the grain size, the

relaxation time is expected to be independent of tempera-

ture. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that �1 in the slow cooling

sample is indeed independent of temperature. If we take

r � 5 mm (from the cell size) and c = 400 m/s, the above

analysis would imply the mean free path in the slow cool-

ing sample to be roughly 20 mm. The long evaluated

mean free path indicates that the slow cooling sample is a

high quality solid. On the other hand, �1 in the fast cool-

ing sample is much greater and the mean free path evalu-

ated at 200 mK is � 0.2 mm. Furthermore, it shows a faster

increase below 100 mK. This unexpected temperature de-

pendence is not due to rapid change in the bolometer re-

sponse time. The increase in �1 occurs in the same temper-

ature range as the supersolidity range seen in torsional

oscillator experiments. An increase in �1 could result

from a decrease in the phonon mean free path l. It is diffi-

cult to see why l would decrease as the temperature is

lowered in a supersolid state. In their dc measurement of

thermal conductivity by Armstrong and Greenberg [53],

no anomaly in thermal conductivity was observed in

3 mm diameter solid 4 He samples in the same tempera-

ture range as ours. The apparent decrease in thermal con-

ductivity or mean free path in our pulse measurement of

fast cooling sample below 100 mK might possibly be a

frequency dependent effect. Further studies are needed to

see if the increase in �1 is related to supersolidity.

Comparing Figs. 11 and 12 shows that � �1 2� . This in-

dicates that the temperature of the solid sample may be

considered uniform during the decay after reaching the

peak response in Fig. 10. It is interesting to note that � 2 is

independent of the quality of the solid sample and that it is

not affected significantly by replacing solid with He II at

24.5 bar. It is natural to consider � 2 as the thermal equili-

bration time between the solid 4He sample and the mix-

ing chamber. If this identification is appropriate, it would

be related to the thermal boundary resistance and heat ca-

pacity C by � 2 � R CB , where RB is the thermal boundary

resistance. The thermal boundary resistance between cop-

per and solid 4 He is taken as [54] 2.6� 
 
10 3 3 7T /A.

K cm J4 7 2. / , where A is the contact surface area. The solid

line in Fig. 12 shows the calculated time constant when A

is adjusted to 90 cm 2. The boundary area is dominated by

the packed copper powder in the heat exchanger and the

adjusted surface area is not an unreasonable estimate for

its surface area. The calculated � 2 captures the qualitative

but not the detailed temperature dependence. Since the

thermal boundary resistance at the copper/solid 4 He in-

terface is smaller than at the copper/ He II interface [54]

by a factor of seven, � 2 is expected to be smaller when the

cell is filled with solid 4 He (the heat capacity of solid
4 He is greater than that of He II by only a factor of two).

This discrepancy has not been resolved. Further studies are

also needed to clarify the origin of the relaxation time � 2.

4.4. Why is fourth sound signal absent?

We began our search for fourth sound propagation in

solid 4He in the temperature range where the non-classi-

cal rotational inertia has been observed. Our search so far

has turned out negative. There are a number of difficulties

which might render fourth sound undetectable in our ex-

periments. We explore some of these here and discuss

remedies and improvements.

The effect of critical velocity has been already men-

tioned above. In order for our bolometer sensors to be

sensitive to the presence of fourth sound, the heat pulse

generator must of course produce detectable fourth sound

signal. It is possible that the critical velocity is exceeded

by our heat pulse generator resulting in destruction or se-

vere diminishment of superfluidity. It appears that the
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sensitivity of our bolometer must be improved (see

above) by at least an order of magnitude. It was found that

annealed samples showed much smaller NCRI fraction

than those «freshly» grown [8]. Considering that the sam-

ples in larger cells such as ours show small NCRI frac-

tions, it might be fruitful to search for fourth sound in

cells with larger surface area to volume ratio. Making

fourth sound cells of annular shape with small gap be-

tween the outer or of packed powder are possible direc-

tions of our search.

Bolometric detection and heater generation may not be

the optimal scheme for coupling to fourth sound. Fourth

sound is expected to produce a thermal imprint, but it may

be weak [34]. One might attempt acoustic generation/de-

tection to search for a fourth sound signature. Search with

this detection scheme, however, has also not been suc-

cessful [55]. Of course, critical velocity effects must be

considered with acoustic methods just as in our bolo-

metric detection scheme. If the attenuation of fourth

sound propagation is excessive, it would not be possible

to detect its propagation by either bolometric or acoustic

means. To our knowledge, there has been no theoretical

prediction on the attenuation.

Another possibility is that supersolidity does not en-

compass superfluidity in the sense that its hydrodynamics

has been formulated [2,15,16]. Then, fourth sound per-

haps does not exist at all in the supersolid state. Interpre-

tation of non-classical rotational inertia in terms of a glass

state [51] and a two level system [56] would not lead to

fourth sound propagation. The vortex liquid point of view

[57] of supersolidity might not support fourth sound.

Path integral Monte Carlo studies have shown exis-

tence of superfluidity along grain boundaries in simulated

quench-cooled «superglass» solid 4 He states [58]. Pre-

sumably, fourth sound propagation would be possible

in such a system. Given that the «channel size» of the

superfluid path along the grain boundaries is small, the

conventional requirement of immobilizing the normal

component for fourth sound propagation should be well

satisfied. The tortuosity of the network of grain bound-

aries might be large and the measured propagation veloc-

ity might be reduced considerably by a corresponding in-

dex of refraction. The index of refraction is likely to be

dependent on the details of the sample preparation pro-

cedure. It would be of interest to carry out theoretical

studies of sound propagation in the superglass superfluid

state.

5. Conclusion

The path-breaking torsional oscillator experiment by

Kim and Chan [4] showed that solid 4 He samples in sim-

ply or multiply connected geometries exhibited non-clas-

sical rotational inertia. The observed non-classical rota-

tional inertia was interpreted as a long-sought evidence

for superfluidity in solid 4He at very low temperatures.

The goal in our work is to search for a new experimental

evidence for superfluidity in solid 4 He. It is expected on

theoretical grounds that there should emerge a new propa-

gating sound mode in a supersolid state analogous to

fourth sound sound in superfluid 4He. Detection of such

fourth sound mode would provide a strong supporting ev-

idence for superfluidity in solid 4He. We have attempted

to generate and detect fourth sound in solid 4 He samples

grown in a cylindrical tube by the scheme of heat pulse

and a titanium superconducting edge bolometer sensor. In

agreement with earlier measurements by Narayanamurti

and Dynes [21], we observed the crossover of transverse

phonon propagation from the «second sound» regime

in normal solid at high temperatures to the ballistic

propagation regime below 200 mK. Our search for

fourth-sound-like mode with slow propagation velocity

and the expected characteristic temperature dependence

has not uncovered any positive evidence. Searches were

made at the lowest generator drive level to alleviate criti-

cal velocity effects which might inhibit fourth sound

propagation. The sample quality was altered by varying

the solid growth rate as well as annealing. The sample

quality change could be detected by the observed thermal

response. Changes in sample quality did not help in re-

vealing fourth sound propagation. Searches for fourth

sound was made at solid pressure between 25 and 56 bar.

Possible reasons for why fourth sound propagation was

not detected were discussed. Whether or not fourth sound

propagation occurs in the supersolid state of 4 He remains

an important issue in understanding supersolidity of 4He.
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